AWS COST OPTIMISATION
Learn how you can leverage Cost Optimisation techniques
to get the greatest value from your AWS resources

AWS COST OPTIMISATION REVIEW
A key differentiator of Cloud is the ability to consume services on a pay per use basis. This paradigm shift enables
organisations to change the way they procure, consume and think about designing their services, to continue to
reduce their cost to serve the needs of their customers, internal and external to their organisation. In addition, the
frequent release of cloud services and cost reductions requires a different behavior to solution design, focusing on
driving continuous service review and improvement activities to keep pace over the classic project driven approach.
The Cost Optimisation Review is designed to analyse your AWS environments and provide prescriptive cost
optimisation recommendations.

LEVERAGING THE COST OPTIMISATION REVIEW
As an AWS Advanced consulting partner, Cevo are expertly trained to guide your team through this 1 week engagement.
A Cevo Cloud Consultant will work closely with your Platform and Application teams to deliver actionable cost
optimisation recommendations aligned to AWS recommended four areas of focus.

COST EFFECTIVE RESOURCES

MATCHING SUPPLY & DEMAND

Relates to the use of appropriate services,
resources and configurations for your workload
to drive cost savings

The closer your supply curve matches the demand
for your services, the less over provisioning occurs
resulting in optimised costs

EXPENDITURE AWARENESS

OPTIMISING OVER TIME

Understanding of business cost drivers to
manage business costs effectively and identify
cost optimisation opportunities. Focuses on the
importance of cost visibility. If you can’t see
where you incur your costs, you can’t save costs

Focus on the importance of continuous
evaluation of new services and features against
your service requirements to continue to identify
cost optimisation opportunities

WHAT ARE THE PREREQUISITES?

WHY IS IT HELPFUL?

WHAT DO YOU GET?

Identify a specific workload that
requires an assessment. Cevo can
help you identify a workload via an
initial kick-off workshop.

Pressing issues with costs get
identified and remediated quickly.

Within a week of the completed
workshop you will receive a documented
report which covers all aspects of the
AWS Cost Optimisation focus areas.
Cevo will provide you with actionable
cost optimisation recommendations.

Provide a Cevo Consultant with
read only access to your billing
and workload accounts.

Get help realising the cost benefits
of cloud and new cloud service and
feature releases.

Engaging Cevo to provide a well-structured Cost Optimisation Review enables you to quickly action cost optimisation
recommendations and implement mechanisms promoting continuous cost improvements.
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